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What if you had one chance to catch your sister’s murder and prevent her and

another victim from getting killed again? That is exactly what happened to Alice

Lawerence, when her sister Claire Lawerence was murdered in a cornfield on Halloween

night and Alice witnessed it all. So fast forward a year later when Alice ends up being the

sole witness in Claire’s murder trial and while she is in the bathroom she gets knocked

out by some girl and when she wakes up she is back to that Halloween night a year

earlier and she realizes that she has traveled back in time and now has a second chance

to save Claire but only has until midnight to do so and if she does not find the killer

before midnight she risks never getting justice for her.

Overall the book was suspenseful and thrilling. From beginning to end, I could

not predict the next thing and that was the most enjoyable part about it. There were so

many plot twists and out of pocket things that occurred throughout the book that it was

hard to pinpoint the killer. My favorite character in the book has to be Alice, she was so

strong from the start and all the way to the end as she faced things such as lies, death,

and betrayal all to find out who killed her sister.

Yes, I would recommend this book to others. This book is not discussed enough

and more people should read it especially if they're into horror and thriller movies



because as soon as you start reading this book that is how it’s gonna feel and you end up

forgetting your even reading in the first place. This book definitely reminds of Five

Survive by Holly Jackson because of all the suspenseful and thriller action that

happened in the book.


